Arconas is recognized around the world as a leading designer and manufacturer of exceptional furniture for high-traffic public spaces. By participating in more than 150 healthcare projects, Arconas has developed significant expertise in providing the right seating solutions for emergency waiting areas, pediatrics, doctor’s offices and community healthcare clinics. We listen carefully so that we can truly understand the requirements of architects, designers, and clients.

Arconas has serviced the US Federal Government for over 35 years. Contact us for a full listing of our products available on the General Services Administration contract or visit www.gsaadvantage.gov, keyword “arconas” for further details.

ARCONAS DEFINES WHAT HIGH DESIGN AND HIGH PERFORMANCE ARE ALL ABOUT. WE BUILD PUBLIC SEATING THAT IS ELEGANT, COMFORTABLE AND DURABLE, AND WE BUILD IT WITH A COMMITMENT TO EXCELLENCE AND ENVIRONMENTAL STEWARDSHIP.
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Hospitals are significant architectural icons in their communities. They are designed to deal with many kinds of disease and injury, and normally have an emergency department to deal with immediate and urgent threats to health. Working closely with the client, architect, and designer, Arconas delivers products that honour the dignity and care of the facility while still emphasizing the importance of durability, comfort and safety.

SELECT INSTALLATIONS:
- America Health Clinics, FL
- DMC Sinai Grace Hospital, MI
- East Texas Medical Center, TX
- Guzmán Medical Center, GA
- Hospital Universitario, Mexico
- Hillcrest Heart Hospital, OK
- Laborview Hospital, UT
- Mount Sinai Hospital, ON
- NY Presbyterian Hospital, NY
- Palmetto Medical, NC
- Permian Regional Medical Center, TX
- Princess Margaret Hospital, ON
- United Medical Center, NY
- University of Maryland Medical Center, MD
- Yatsu Hospital, Japan

EMERGENCY

COMFORTABLE & DURABLE

FLYAWAY
Flyaway offers high backs, effective lumbar support and thick cushions for added comfort.

SETZ™
With ergonomics top of mind, Setz is available with full, partial or no upholstery.

BERNÜ® VARIATIONS
Bernü is a modular seating system available in different versions, that is effortless to install and easy to maintain.
Pediatric care is a branch of medicine that serves to care for infants, children and adolescents in hospitals, outpatient clinics and doctor’s offices. Pediatricians take care of all of the children’s needs from emotional support to medical support. Arconas contributes to this support by providing innovation and design excellence with its public seating.

**PEDIATRICS**

**SELECT INSTALLATIONS:**
- Carousel Pediatric Dentistry, TX
- Children’s National Medical Center, DC
- Children’s of Alabama Hospital, AL
- Community Memorial Hospital, CA
- Dionne Family Orthodontics, ON
- Duke’s Children’s Hospital, NC
- Family Medical Centre, ON
- Hillcrest Heart Hospital, OK
- St. Joseph’s Hospital, ON
- Specially for Children, TX
- Vidant Children’s Hospital, NC

**FIORE**

A safe, bright and inviting place for children to gather and play. Ideal for hospitals, doctors’ offices, pediatric care units, and more. Fiore is a bouquet of brilliance that can be covered in any type of fabric, vinyl or leather.

**BERNÜ® POLY**

Bernü Poly delivers high style and performance combined with the practical touch of a polyurethane surface that’s easy to maintain. With anti-microbial properties and durable construction, Bernü Poly is the ideal choice for hospital waiting areas.

**TWENTY-TWENTY**

A collection of round and square ottomans add a contemporary and colourful touch in any environment. Ottomans can be used as a side table, and modular lounge seating for children in play areas.

**YOUTHFUL**
Arconas understands how important healthcare centers are to the fabric of a community. For every general medicine practice, Arconas has furniture that accomplishes very specialized functions while withstanding the wear and tear of high-traffic areas. Arconas seating is practical, cost-effective, easy to maintain, and offers our customers peace of mind.

**CLINICS**

**SELECT INSTALLATIONS:**
- Abbott Medical Center, AK
- Caledonia Health Clinic, ON
- Clinique Vétérinaire De Mascouche, QC
- CSIL, Brampton Clinic, USA
- Dr. Sturge’s Medical, NY
- Fort St. John Medical, BC
- Hanover Green Veterinary Clinic, VA
- New Continuing Care Centre, QC
- Primacy Family First Health Centre, ON
- Savage Eye Clinic, AB
- Suffolk County Clinics, NY
- Tarrant County Clinics, TX
- Thunder Bay Regional Health, ON
- Veteran Medical Center, NV

**MODULAR**

**AEREA™**
The design combines elegance and comfort normally reserved for lounges with the durability required for high-traffic waiting areas. Customize Aerea in a way that suits your space best. Configure seating arrangements with or without arms; and with free-standing or attached tables.

**BERNÙ AERO**
A lightweight, aluminum, value-priced model. Available with curved or straight beams, Bernù Aero features comfortable, elegant upholstery and ergonomic construction. Engineered for excellence, this lightweight system performs like its heavier counterparts.

**DATUM**
A streamlined furniture system that allows up to four people to sit, meet, recharge and unwind. The stationary table top floats above the moveable ottomans, and comes equipped with optional power monument and corner hooks for hanging a bag or jacket.

**SPECIAL INSTALLATIONS:**
- Specially for Children, TX - Connex

**MODULAR SEATING SYSTEMS:**
- Connex is an extensive line of modular lounge seating. Thick cushion seating components are available in straight, curved and bench units. Endless rows of seating can be connected with 90° corner - and intermediate tables to create unique seating layouts for hospital lobbies and waiting areas.
**BARIATRIC**

**AEREA™ CHAIR**
30-inch bariatric seat can be utilized as a stand-alone chair or configured with additional seats on the same beam.

**SETZ™ BARI**
Setz Bari is a 30-inch chair that can hold static loads up to 1000lbs. Upholstered pads and arms are optional.

**BERNÜ® AERO+**
Bernü Aero Plus features 26-inch wide seats, elegant upholstery and ergonomic construction. Cantilever and loop arms are optional.

**WASTE MANAGEMENT**

**INDOOR**

**RUX III**

**TRASHBOX®**

**OUTDOOR**

**RUX IV®**

**SMOKESTAX®**